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FM Broadcasting compatibility analysis tool based on Article 4 of the GE84 

Agreement 

1. Introduction:  

The GE84 compatibility analysis tool is designed to assist administrations in the planning and 

coordination of their VHF-FM sound broadcasting services, in the frequency band 87.5-108 MHz, in 

accordance with the GE84 Agreement.  

The summary of the GE84 procedure on article 4 and the relevant flowchart are available on: 

http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/terrestrial/broadcast/Pages/FMTV.aspx 

This new functionality, which can be accessed via a TIES user account, is part of eBCD2.0 and can be 

found under eTools at: http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/eBCD/MemberPages/eCalculations.aspx.  

The software is running field strength calculations at the transmitter site of the proposed modification 

with respect to other assignments in the GE84 Plan (recorded assignments and, possibly, proposed 

modifications), in the frequency band 87.5-108 MHz. The examination is also considering the ST61 

Plan entries recorded in the frequency band 87.5-100 MHz. 

The GE84 compatibility analysis tool functionalities are under development and will be delivered in a 

phased approach. They can be performed in the following context: 

1. When coordinating with affected administrations you may want to perform a more precise 

examination in order to identify the potentially affected stations and the administrations with 

which you need to seek agreement. You can then start coordination activities in order to 

obtain all the necessary agreements before officially notifying the notices to the BR via WISFAT, 

streamlining the overall process and reducing the time needed for recording them into the 

Plan.  

2. To perform a detailed analysis on frequency assignments published in Part A of the GE84 

Special Section in order to assess their impact on your own frequency assignments. This 

functionality is under development. 

3. To identify, in your planning process, available frequencies for new sound broadcasting 

services. This functionality is under development. 

 

2. Modules: 

 

2.1. Compatibility analysis 

 

2.1.1. Purpose  

Assess the impact to and from other emissions of a new or existing FM service, in accordance with 

Article 4 procedure of the Agreement. The values are calculated by the method contained in Annex 2, 

Chapter 4, at the transmitter site of the stations which are likely to be affected. 

 
2.1.2. Options:   

- Consider only the 20 Top major contributors:  

It is set by default on the basis of provision §6.2 of Chapter 6 of Annex 2 to of the GE84 Agreement for 

calculation of the usable filed strength (Eu) of your proposed modification. If this option is disregarded, 

all the contributors are taken into account. 

http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/eBCD/MemberPages/eCalculations.aspx
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- Consider Tip:  

By default, the ongoing modifications to the GE84 Plan (TIP notices) are not considered. Only the 

assignments recorded in the GE84 Plan are taken into account, in accordance with Article 4 procedure 

for determining the reference usable field strength of an assignment to be protected, published on 

the BRIFIC as part of the Reference Situation.  

If this option is considered, TIP notices are taken into account in the calculations. 

 

- Consider TV station:  

By default, the television stations recorded in the ST61 Plan, are taken into account in the calculations.  

If this option is not considered, only FM stations are considered. 

 

- Consider Polarization discrimination:  

By default, a polarization discrimination of 10 dB is considered in the calculations, in accordance with 

§3.8.3 of Chapter 3 of Annex 2 to the GE84 Agreement. This value can be changed. 

If this option is not considered, no polarization discrimination shall be applied. 

 

- Trigger nuisance field strength (NFS) from proposed modification for Eu calculation. 

To limit Eu calculations for affected stations to assess the impact of the proposed modification on the 

Eu or other emissions, you can set a limit value for the nuisance field generated by the proposed 

modification. If NFS is lower than this value, the Eu of the affected site is not recalculated. 

  

2.1.3 Input:  

Electronic Notice File (one file per job). The electronic notice file can be created using TerRaNotices 

from the BRIFIC DVD or, if you are an eBCD2.0 user, you can generate it from myAdmin or eQry as 

follows:  

eQry: define the selection criteria (one administration only), push the button Apply Filter to display 

the summary list and the selected notices appear or, 

myAdmin: click on the number of notices corresponding to the group of notices of interest. When the 

summary list appears, it is possible to further refine the selection criteria by ticking the checkbox Use 

Filter. 

 Push the button Generate e-notices (Export to SGML). 

When the notice file is ready, an email is sent to the TIES user mailbox and the output notice file is 

available for download from eTools (Notice Generation option). 

 

Important: It is highly recommended to previously validate the file using TerRaNotices or TerRaNV 

software tools, available on the BR IFIC DVD, or the web-based on-line validation tool available at: 
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http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/terrestrial/OnlineValidation/MemberPages/OnlineValidation.aspx    

 
2.1.4  Output:   

Interference field strength to and from your proposed modification(s) to other stations (identified as 

contributors) and resulting usable field strength at transmitter site. 

 

2.2 Search for available frequencies 

Under development 

 

2.3 Analysis of Plan entries based on query filter (without generating electronic notices). 

Under development 

 

3. How to use GE84 compatibility analysis: 

 

3.1. Electronic notice preparation 

Prepare and validate your notice file as mentioned in section 2.1.3 above and save the file on your 

computer. 

Note: If your file contains a frequency assignment (frequency & coordinates) already RECORDED in the 

Plan, make sure that you are submitting a “MODIFY” notice targeting the RECORDED entry if you do 

not want it to be considered twice in the calculations. 

3.2. Start the compatibility analysis 

 

1. Login to http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/eBCD/MemberPages/eCalculations.aspx (TIES 

account needed). 

2. Push the button New Calculation. 

3. Select the GE84 Compatibility Analyses option.  

4. Submit the electronic notice file to eTools for GE84 Compatibility Analyses by 

uploading the notice file prepared for the GE84 Compatibility Analyses.  

5. Push the button New Calculation, check the options in the configuration information.  

6. Upload the electronic notice file and submit it (Submit button). 

Note: You will be notified at your TIES email account when the job is complete. You can also monitor 

the status of your submission by going back to the calculation history.  

http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/terrestrial/OnlineValidation/MemberPages/OnlineValidation.aspx
http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/eBCD/MemberPages/eCalculations.aspx
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Provision 6.2 of 

Chapter 6 of Annex 2 

to the GE84 

Agreement 

Eu calculation of the 

wanted assignment 

considers not only the 

recorded assignments but 

also the ongoing plan 

modifications already 

published in Part A 

 

TV stations recorded 

in the ST61 Plan are 

considered  

10 dB discrimination is 

applied for orthogonal 

polarization. 

 

As a low NFS does not have a big 

impact on the Eu calculations, 

reasonably limited trigger NFS 

will increase the effectiveness of 

the analysis results 
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4. Analysis of the Compatibility Results  

Description of calculation results made in conformity with §4.3.7.1/4.3.7.2 of  
the Regional Agreement, Geneva 1984 

 
1. General Results: 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

List of proposed modifications 

submitted in the file (frequency _ 

station name) 

List of administrations with potentially affected stations 

according to 4.3.7.1/2. This is not the list of administrations 

identified under 4.2 of Article 4 of the Agreement. 

Minimum value of the field 

strength necessary to 

permit a desired reception. 

Eu calculated by the 

simplified multiplication 

method, considering the 

interfering stations listed 

in “interference from”.  
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2. Interference to other emissions

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

  

 

Protection ratio (see Tables 2.1 to 2.3 of Annex 
2 of GE84 Agreement) depending on: 
. Frequency spacing 

. Transmission System 

. Steady/tropospheric interference 

 

ERP at pertinent azimuth 

Azimuth 

Distance site to site & information concerning the 

various paths 

 Total distance (land and sea) 

 Cold sea path 

 Warm sea path 

 Superrefractivity path 

For co-sites, a minimum distance of 1 km is considered.  

This documentation is available and 

easy to access from the portal. 
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Note:  

The line is red: 

 If the NFS >= 54 dB(V/m), for protection of FM stations and (52 dB(V/m), for protection of 

TV stations, or  

 If the resulting Eu, taking into consideration the proposed modification “Proposed Eu”, is 

increased by more than 0.5 dB with respect to the Eu Ref. 

Eu Ref calculations, made in accordance with § 4.3.7.1, 4.3.7.2 of Article 4 and § 3.8.3 of Chapter 3 of 

Annex 2 to the Agreement are: 

 Considering only the recorded assignments.  

 Not considering polarization discrimination. 

 Considering ST61 TV stations, if present. 

 Considering the top 20 contributors only 

Current and Proposed Eu calculated: 

 Their calculation depends on the filters chosen. If polarization discrimination or notices in 

process are considered, the values of Eu may substantively differ from the Eu Ref. The results 

will not be in line with the Article 4 calculations published on the BRIFIC, made in accordance 

with the above description of Eu Ref calculations. However they might be very useful during 

the planning and coordination process. 

 

 

 

NFS = Fs received + PR 
 

Eu Ref: Eu calculated at the time the 
assignment entered the Plan (n/a if not 
yet RECORDED). It may be modified 
based on § 4.3.7.1 of the Agreement

 
You may want to know the impact of 

your proposed modification on other 

stations. Their Eu is calculated with 

(Proposed Eu) and without (Current Eu) 

consideration of the proposed 

modification. (n/c is displayed if NFS <= 

trigger NFS) 

 

Proposed Eu – Current Eu 
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3. Interference from other emissions (only 20 if top 20 contributors selected in the configuration) 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

  

 

 

 

Distance site to site & information concerning the 

various paths 

For co-sites a distance of 1km is considered 

 

ERP at pertinent azimuth  

Pertinent protection 
ratio (see Tables 2.1 
to 2.3 of Annex 2 of 
GE84 Agreement) 
depending on: 
. Frequency spacing 

. Transmission System 

. Steady/tropospheric 
interference 

 

Field 

Strength of 

the 

interfering 

transmitter 

(for pertinent 

erp) modified 

by pertinent 

protection 

ratio 

Possible contributors selected as follows: 

 Located at a radius up to 1000 

km from the proposed 

modification (1500km for 

superrefractivity path) 

 Consideration of 1st, 2nd  and 3rd 

adjacent channels 

 

 


